UNIT 7 VIEWING GUIDE

1. It is useful to call Bach by his ____________ name, ____________, since so many males in his family had the same ____________ name of _____________.

2. The ____________ of the ____________ was a very broad idea used to organize Baroque expression and aesthetics. In short, something that started joyfully should _________________ and not _________________.

3. We speak of Bach's various towns of residence/employment as his _____________. He did move around a lot, but usually because he _________________.

4. In his job in the town where his cousin Johann Gottfried Walther worked, _________________, Bach was primarily a _________________, but he got in trouble there because _________________.

5. In his next job at _____________, he was writing music in the latest secular styles, which pleased him, but that job came to an end when _________________.

6. Bach's longest-lasting job was in _________________ and his duties there included teaching and conducting the ________________ at a church called _________________. He also got very involved in music performed at the trendy _________________. Those early groups of people who met to play music in public places were laying the foundation for what we will later call the _________________.

7. The most technologically advanced instrument of the era (indeed one of the most technologically advanced objects of any kind) was the _________________. It was powered by ________________ who pumped the ________________ to drive ________________ through the _________________. Today that function is accomplished by _________________.

8. The ________________ was a small basic keyboard instrument that many people could afford. It (circle one) was / was not appropriate for public performance because _________________. Its appeal lay in the
fact that, at an individual key level, the player could

9. One of Bach’s most successful sons, ____________, worked for the German King ________________ at the court in _______________ (city). This king loved the new keyboard instrument ________________. He was also a marvelous flute player.